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The spokesman for the Independent Election Commission in Jordan, Jihad Al-Momani,
expressed his astonishment at the interest of intellectuals in the Washington Post report

".entitled "The Impact of the Epidemic on the Jordanian Parliamentary Elections

Momani wrote on Facebook: “The interest of some intellectuals in the (Washington Post) report on the
recent elections is indeed reprehensible. There is nothing in the report more than what was published on

Facebook and said on the tongues of Jordanians, except that the newspaper’s report is a trial that divides
”.Jordanians

He added, "It can be seen that the newspaper relied on testimonies from people, who either boycotted the
elections or others lost them without any indication that the elections were monitored by international and

".local bodies

He continued: "There is an implicit accusation that the elections are the reason for the high numbers of
Coronavirus infections, and this is not true, as the numbers increased at least two months before the

".elections

He said, "There is an explicit accusation for the next council that it will be weak despite the fact that 98 of
its members are newly elected, and the newspaper has no information about them, except for the opinions

".it obtained from the opinions published on the communication sites

The American "Washington Post" newspaper published a report on the Jordanian parliamentary elections,
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in which it considered "the least democratic in Jordan's modern history," and commented on not delaying

.the elections as other countries have done
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